Matt Shea Named to MixMode's Board of Advisors

Gaming and consumer technology CEO brings extensive product development experience
Santa Barbara, Calif., April 30, 2019 – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -- MixMode™, the leading
AI-driven Network Monitoring and Forensics platform, today announced that Matt Shea has
joined MixMode’s Board of Advisors.
“Matt is an extremely creative technology leader with significant experience across numerous
business models,” said John Keister, CEO of MixMode. “Matt has jumped right in and provided
us with critical insights on our product roadmap for AI-driven network monitoring and alert
management. We feel very fortunate to have him on the team as we drive growth in 2019.”
Shea most recently was CEO of WildTangent, a leading worldwide, cross-device technology
company focused on the distribution and monetization of mobile and online apps that has
delivered over 20 billion apps as well as services and technology to companies including AT&T,
T-Mobile, Hewlett-Packard, Samsung, and ACER. Prior to taking over as CEO, Shea led large
initiatives at the company, including creating a digital currency system to make purchasing
games easier and establishing a new form of advertising which allows WildTangent’s sponsors
to be visible to more gamers. Shea has spent the past 22 years in technology, both designing
and leading product development. He holds numerous patents in the area of digital currency,
advertising and consumer technology.
Shea began his career at Sony Interactive Studios while earning a Bachelor of Science degree
in computer science from the University of California at San Diego. A proud resident of the
Pacific Northwest, he has also been named to the Puget Sound Business Journal’s “40 Under
40” list.
“I am excited to dig in with the MixMode team on the applications for their proprietary, thirdwave AI,” said Shea. “I believe their first killer app is security, but the opportunities for their
core technology could very well extend beyond security.”
About MixMode
MixMode is the first to bring a third-wave, context-aware AI approach that automatically learns
and adapts to dynamically changing environments. MixMode better understands the network
behavior, adapts to baseline changes and enables both misuse detection and anomaly
detection, as well as predictive maintenance. The company's PacketSled platform is used by
enterprises and MSSPs for real-time network analysis, threat hunting and incident response.
MixMode reduces the resources required to respond to persistent threats, malware, insider
attacks, and nation state espionage efforts. Based in Santa Barbara with an additional office in
San Diego, the company is backed by investors including Keshif Ventures and Blu Venture
Investors. Please visit us at https://mixmode.ai/.
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